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Simple reversible energy recovery logic 
using NMOS switch networks with cross- 
coupled PMOS pair 

Kipaek K w o n  and Soo-lk Chae 

A simpler reversible energy recovery logic is proposed, called 
feedback RERL, which is based on the previously presented 
reversible energy recovery logic (RERL), which does not Pave any 
non-adiabatic losses. 

Introduction: Since the concept of adiabatic switching was intro- 
duced, many adiabatic circuits have been proposed [l ~ 61. Besides 
leakage current loss, there are two types of energy dissipation in 
these adiabatic circuits: adiabatic and non-adiabatic [ 11. Several 
schemes for reversible adiabatic logic have been published [I - 41, 
which can be used to eliminate non-adiabatic losses andlor solve 
the ‘retractile cascades’ problem [4]. In the logic proposed by the 
USC ACMOS group [2] ,  non-adiabatic losses still exisi., even 
though the ‘retractile cascades’ problem is solved. SCRL (split- 
level charge recovery logic) [3] requires a very complex clocking 
scheme, so it is not suitable for implementing in a complex system, 
although no non-adiabatic losses occur in X R L .  We have pro- 
posed a reversible adiabatic logic [I] without non-adiabatic losses, 
which is referred to in this Letter as transmission-gate RERL 
(tRERL). 

Here, we describe feedback RERL (RERL) and compare it 
with other logic schemes. Although a transmission gate is used as 
a logic switch in tRERL, an NMOS transistor is used in flCERL. 
To eliminate non-adiabatic losses due to the reduced swing in the 
NMOS transistor network, fRERL employs a pair of extra PMOS 
transistors with feedback connection, as shown in Fig. 2. Because 
of its reduced overhead and parasitic capacitance, the energy dissi- 
pation in an R E R L  circuit is reduced substantially, compared to 
that in a corresponding tRERL circuit. 

a b W G 7  

Fig. 1 Reversible multistage pipeline scheme and waveforms of (?-phase 
clocked power in fRERL 

U Reversible multistage pipeline scheme 
h Waveforms 

Fig. 2 Sclzemotic diugrum and signal ivuvefurms qf,fRERL 

in the tRERL, as shown in Fig 1. Fig. 2u shows a dual-rail 
fRERL log& gate with forward and backward logic functions F, 
G-’, where F ,  G-’ are the complementary logic functions of F and 
G I, respectively. Assuming that the logic F (ao, ao) is true, the 
output signal P, is high when fomard inputs a, and are valid, 
as shown in Fig. lb. ‘The subscript of each signal represents the 
phase of the clocked power and implies that the signal becomes 
valid when the corresponding clocked power goes from low to 
high. Note that the current path or a logic block F is formed with 
valid inputs 4, and a,, if the logic F (cq,, a,) is true. 

Assuming that all internal nodes are initially grounded and F 
(a,,, a,,) and G-’ (y2, y2) are true, the operation of the R E R L  gate 
in Fig. 2 is as follows. During Po, forward isolation switches T1 
and T2 are tumed on, and backward isolation switches T3 and T4 
are turned off. The foiward inputs 06 and &,) become valid after 
Qo goes high. During PI, the output signals PI go high because 
goes high, switch 7 l  is on, and the current path of the logic block 
F is formed. Note that node a cannot swing fully without a pair of 
cross-coupled PMOS transistors sirice an NMOS transistor is not 
a perfect switch. When node U goes high, P, goes high because 
switch TI is on. Then, PMOS P2 stays off because PI goes high, 
and PMOS P1 is turned on because P I  stays at ground. Because 
P1 is on, node-u goes up to peak voltage V, by following 
exactly. Nodes PI and ti are grounded with NI.  

During P2, the backward inputs y2 and Y2,  which are the out- 
puts of the next stage, become valid after $2 goes high. The back- 
ward logic G-I &, T2) is then evaluted. During P3, internal node 
b follows Q3 exactly with the help of PMOS P3. During P4, the 
backward switches 73 and T4 an: turned on and the forward 
switches TI and 72 are turned off. During P,, the charges at node 
a and the internal nodes of the forward logic block F are recov- 
ered to the clocked power CpI when Ql is grounded, while the out- 
put PI remains high. During P6, the inputs % and 8, are de- 
energised to ground because $2 i s  grounded. During P7, the charge 
at output PI is recovered to the clocked power Q3 as & is 
grounded. The chargels at node b and the internal nodes of a 
reversing logic block G-’ are recovered to the clocked power Q3 as 
well. All the internal nodes are then grounded just as in the initial 
conditions. 
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Fig. 3 Energy dimipution in full  adder against operating frequency 

-0- original RERL (3.3V) 
--[I CMOS (3.3V) 
--A- 2N-2N2P (3.3Vl 
-0- fRERL (3.3V) 
- -+- - original RERL (2.4V) 
- -.- - CGOS (0.87V) ‘ 

- -0- - fRERL (2.4V) 
- -A- - 2N-2N2P (1.XV) 

Energy comparison; Energy dissipation is compared for full adders 
implemented with a conventional static CMOS circuit and three 
adiabatic logic circuits: 2N-2N2P [6], tRERL, and fRERL. All cir- 
cuits are designed with 0 . 8 ~  n-well CMOS technology. The 
threshold voltages of the PMOS and NMOS transistors are -0.87 
and 0.70V, respectively. We assume that the capacitance of each 
output signal node is 0.1 p F  in simulation. To allow fair compari- 
son. we also mesent two simulation results: one for a supply volt- _ _  - 
age of 3.3V and the other for a supply voltage that minimises the 

fRERL operution; The reversible multistage pipeline scheme and 8- energy dissipation for each logic family. In particular for the 
phase clocked power required in the fRERL are the same as those CMOS full adder, the supply voltage for minimal energy dissipa- 
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tion is selected as the absolute value of the PMOS threshold volt- 
age, which i s  the theoretical lower bound. 

Fig. 3 shows the energy dissipation in a full adder against the 
clock frequency. In both tRERL and fRERL full adders, energy 
dissipation decreases as the clock frequency decreases because they 
consume only adiabatic losses, which are proportional to the oper- 
ating frequency. In contrast, the energy dissipation of the CMOS 
full adder remains constant. Energy dissipation in the 2N-2N2P 
full adder decreases as the operating frequency decreases, but it i s  
saturated to a lower bound, which equals its non-adiabatic loss. In 
low-speed operation, both tRERL and fRERL full adders con- 
sume less energy than the theoretical energy limit of the CMOS 
full adder. 

The number of transistors in the fRERL adder is -22% less 
than that in the tRERL adder, being 89 and 114, respectively. 
Because the load capacitance of each node in fRERL is reduced, 
the fRERL full adder uses only -40% of the energy consumed in 
the tRERL adder. 

Conclusion: Because the proposed fRERL is a simpler form of 
RERL, its circuit overhead is lower compared to that of tRERL. 
Simulation results show that an R E R L  full adder consumes less 
energy than a CMOS adder under low-speed operation, even when 
the supply voltage of the CMOS logic is reduced to the PMOS 
threshold voltage. Furthermore, the R E R L  full adder saves -60% 
of the energy consumed in the tRERL adder because of its 
reduced capacitance. Therefore, the RERL is another viable 
approach for ultra-low-energy applications. 
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described for an arbitrary uniform plane wave excitation [l]. This 
formulation has been extended in this work to include fields from 
infinite line sources. The motivation is provided by the need to 
evaluate the exposure of humans to Ion- frequency electric and 
electromagnetic fields. Such situations occur in the electric utilit! 
industry. and in !on- radio frequenc: antenna famis. Although ths 
low frequency extensions to the FDTD are of primary intei-est. the 
technique is also applicable to high frequenc! problems. 

For sufficiently low frequencies. quasistatic approximations can 
be used. as has been prexiousl! explored for unifomi fields [‘I, 
Under these conditions lx-ith a ramp excitation. \SI? short run 
times (a fraction of the signal period) are sufficient for extractinp 
meaningful results. Under quasistatic conditions. the electric and 
magnetic fields become decoupled. 

Method; The formulation of the FDTD method in the roral scat- 
tered field formulation [l] is extended b> i~nplsmeriting the m a -  
lytic expressions for excitation corresponding to infinite lins 
sources in the TEM mode. The field magnitudes at a @\en point 
in space are inversely proportional to the distancs from the lins. 
and are aligned in the radial and circumferential direction for slec- 
tric and magnetic fields. respectively. Thus, the etficisnt incident- 
field array (IFA) for the unifonn plane wave excitation schems [ 11 
can be modified to reflect a c>lindrical TEM configuration. 

The TFA uniform plane xave is uniquely specified by three,fi.t-e-eii 
angles (e. cp. U’) which define the direction of propagation (e, 9) 
and the electric field polarisation (v). For the TEM configuration, 
the field polarisation angle w is no longer fixed, but becomes a 
variable dependent on the field point position with respect to the 
line. Hence the IFA algorithm connecting conditions still hold 
with the modification that y~ becomes a variable instead of a 
parameter. Assuming that the line source i s  oriented parallel to the 
x-axis. and passes through the point Cyh, zh), then v is given as: 
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Extension of FDTD method to non-uniform 
excitations 

M.E. Potter, M. Okoniewski and M.A. Stuchly 

A new representation of a line source in the finite difference time 
domain method has been implemented, using the totaVscattered 
field Eonnulation. Verification for two problems with analytic 
solutions showed excellent accuracy. One application is the 
simulation of the exposure of a human body in close proximity to 
a 60Hz transmission line. 

Introduction; The totalkattered field formulation in the finite dif- 
ference time domain (FDTD) method has previously been 

The resultant calculated incident field is scaled by the inverse of 
the distance to the line source. The FDTD code is further modi- 
fied to allow for multiple waves from infinite line sources, which 
are combined at the Huygen’s surface. Thus, exposure to electric 
or magnetic fields can be studied in isolation by creating a stand- 
ing wave condition [?]. 

Vw$catiorz: The electric and magnetic fields in the free space ana- 
lytic solution \Fere compared with the FDTD solution for a 0.2 x 
1.1 x l . lm3 computational domain, truncated by a perfectly 
matched layer (PML) (6, P, 40dB) on all sides [3]. An x-directed 
line source centred 0.5m over the domain was applied, with a 
smoothed ramp excitation to limit high frequency contamination: 

--oo < t 5 t o  

E,,,, = cosh(t) ~ 1 t o  < t 5 T (2) 
{ 0  A ( t - 7 ) + h  t > r  

Excellent agreement with the analytic solution was achieved for 
grid resolutions of 0.02 and 0.01 m, with maximum transverse rela- 
tive errors of no more than 0.09 and 0.02%) for the coarse and fine 
grids. respectively. Average relative errors were of the order of 
0.008 and 0.005% for coarse and fine grids, respectively. As 
expected, the Cartesian mesh representation of cylindrical fields 
introduced longitudinal fields that were non-physical, but they 
were negligibly small and of the same order of magnitude as the 
error fields in the transverse direction. 

The method was further verified for a lossy sphere of similar 
size and conductivity to the human body (G = lSim, radius = 
0.5m). The staircased sphere was centred in a computational 
domain of size 1.1 x 1.1 x l.lm3, terminated on all sides by a 
PML (9, P, 60dB). Domain resolution was 0.01m in each direc- 
tion. A standing wave was created for magnetic field excitation by 
applying two line sources in opposite directions centred 50cm over 
the sphere, with the time response of eqn. 2. Source parameters 
were chosen to simulate a 1 A (peak) current of 60Hz. Steady state 
was reached after 1200 timesteps. 
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